Smart Sheet Franco Board Room TVs

Operational How-tos:
1. It is recommended that the TVs stay on (not turned off). Screen will
be blank when you walk-in because it is a sleep). As soon as you
press the remote the screens wake up.
2. Sound is controlled by the computer or iPad that is projecting.
3. Four screens-each numbered on back (look on right side for
number). These can work together or separately.

TV 1

TV 2

TV 3

TV 4

4. What is shown on the screen is determined by pressing certain
buttons on the oval remote
.
5. Point the remote to the
TV2 & TV3.

connection on the wall in between
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6. There are three different inputs:
o Input 1 = The computer behind screen
two. This is where you can use a USB,
if you didn’t bring a computer

o Input 2 = A computer on the stand in the center (you bring
yours). Works with Apple or PC. Adapters for each are on the
bookcase below the shelf

o Input 3 = Apple TV. (This allows you to mirror an iPad screen
onto the TVs
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7. System is controlled by the oval remote
o Each different color corresponds to a different TV

Green=TV1; Tan=TV2; Blue=TV3; Orange=TV4
 Inputs (what shows on what machine) are
determined by pressing specific numbers
 To project from USB plugged into the
computer behind screen 2; press either Green1
(controls image on TV1); or Tan5 (controls
image on TV2); or Blue9 (controls image on
TV3); or Orange13 (controls image on TV4).
 There may be a pause of a couple
seconds before the image appears.
 To project from a computer on the center
stand, Green2; Tan6; Blue 10; Orange 14.
 To project from your iPad (using apple TV to
mirror), press Green3; Tan7; Blue11; Orange 15.

8. If you get a fuzzy screen on one of the TVs while switching the input,
press the previous button and it should reset.
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